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Message from the President

हिमालयं समारभ्य यावत ् इंद ु सरावरम ् |
तं दवनिर्मितं दशं हिंदस्
ु थािं प्रचक्षत ||

(Starting from Himalayas and extending upto Indian Ocean
is the nation created by God which is known as 'Hindustan'.)
Sourced from the Brihaspati Aagam, the above shloka summarises not just the physical
territorial boundaries of our beloved nation but its strength, history and magnificence quite
aptly and wonderfully. It is with these words that I extend my best wishes and heartiest
congratulations to each one of you on the 75th Independence Day of India.
Friends, although the day is a reminder of the lives laid and the struggles made, it is a
reminiscence and a reiteration of the faith and expectations of the founding fathers of this
nation from the future generations. As professionals, believing ourselves to be imperative role
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players in the journey of nation building, the significance of this day is heightened
magnanimously.
And whereas the month of August has been momentous for each one of us as the citizens of
this nation, the August of 2021 has gained further more impetus for each one of you, with the
June 2021 Examinations being held in this very month. While hoping that all of you must have
written your examinations magnificently, putting in the best of your efforts, I also place trust in
you on the fact that recognizing the true traits of a professional, you shall keep moving ahead
on the journey of learning.
Brain Tracy said and I quote, “Those people who develop the ability to continuously acquire new
and better forms of knowledge that they can apply to their work and to their lives will be the
movers and shakers in our society for the indefinite future.” To me, this is the true role of any
professional and more importantly this is the very expectation of the entire base of
stakeholders.
For men and women, holding high the goal of serving the nation; for professionals calling
themselves Company Secretaries; for personnel serving in every segment of the Industry and
every sector of the economic diversification, and for Governance Professionals keen to take on
the world with their professional worth and acumen, it is indeed more than sought for and
solicited that not only they enhance their knowledge and skill set on a continual basis but
groom themselves to be the brand ambassadors of good governance in the India Inc., of the
Institute on the Indian Diaspora and of the nation on the Global platform…
My best wishes to all of you !!!
Jai Hind ! Jai Bharat !
With warm regards,
(CS Nagendra D. Rao)
President
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India
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Academic Guidance
RETURNS TO SCALE- CONCEPT AND ITS APPLICATIONS*
Introduction
Returns to scale, in economics is the quantitative change in output of a firm or industry resulting from a
proportionate increase in all inputs. If the quantity of output rises by a greater proportion. For e.g., if
output increases by 2.5 times in response to a doubling of all inputs, i.e., the production process is said
to exhibit increasing returns to scale.
In other words, the changes in output on account of the change in the factors of production in the same
proportion are called the returns to scale. In the long run all the factors of production are variable and
even the scale of production can be changed according to the demand for various goods and services in
the economy. The returns to scale are concerned with long run production function. They are studied
with the help of iso-product curves and iso-cost curves.
Such economies of scale may occur because greater efficiency is obtained as the firm moves from smallto large-scale operations. Decreasing returns to scale occur if the production process becomes less
efficient as production is expanded, as when a firm becomes too large to be managed effectively as a
single unit.
Forms of Returns to Scale
i)

Increasing Returns to Scale
Increasing returns to scale or diminishing cost refers to a situation when all factors of
production are increased, output increases at a higher rate. It means if all inputs are doubled,
output will also increase at the faster rate than double. Hence, it is said to be increasing returns
to scale. This increase may be due to the following reasons:
a)

Indivisibilities of Inputs : There are some factors of production which are indivisible.
Indivisibility means that they are available in a given shape or they cannot be divided into
small pieces. Machine, managers, research, finance and marketing are such examples of
individualities. With the increase in the scale of production the efficiency increases and the
output increases more than in proportion to the change in inputs.

b)

Division of Labour and Specialisation : When the scale of production is increased the
division of labour and specialisation is introduced. A process of production is divided into
sub-processes and each process is completed by each group of workers and at the same
time the specialist are appointed for different departments, viz., finance manager,
marketing manager, personnel manager, purchasing manager and so on and so forth.
Their services lead to increase in the production and the increasing returns to scale
operates.

c)

Dimensional Efficiency : Increasing returns to scale is the result of operating dimensional
efficiency in a business firm which is on account of the large size. The size increases the
efficiency of all inputs and the increasing returns operates. Thus the investment in capital
assets after a point will increase the output due to increased dimension of efficiency.
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d)

Economies of Large Scale : When the scale of production is increased the internal and
external economies of scale will operate and on account of it the increasing returns to
scale will also operate.

Internal economies are on account of firm’s size and organisation while external economies are
caused by the concentration and localisation of industries. All these economies lead to increase
in output more than in proportion to the change in the ratio of two inputs.
ii)

Constant Returns to Scale
Constant returns to scale or constant cost refers to the production situation in which output
increases exactly in the same proportion in which factors of production are increased. In simple
terms, if factors of production are doubled output will also be doubled.
In this case internal and external economies are exactly equal to internal and external
diseconomies. This situation arises when after reaching a certain level of production, economies
of scale are balanced by diseconomies of scale. This is known as homogeneous production
function.

iii) Diminishing Returns to Scale
Diminishing returns or increasing costs refer to that production situation, where if all the factors
of production are increased in a given proportion, output increases in a smaller proportion. It
means, if inputs are doubled, output will be less than doubled. If 20 percent increase in labour
and capital is followed by 10 percent increase in output, then it is an instance of diminishing
returns to scale.
The diminishing returns to scale operate on account of the following reasons:
a)

Diseconomies of large scale : When the scale of production is increased the internal and
external diseconomies of scale operate. On account of these diseconomies the output
increases less than in proportion to the change in the inputs and the diminishing returns
to scale operates.

b)

Delay in decision-making and its implementation : With the size of scale of production the
decisions are taken at different levels of management. Delay in decision-making and its
implementation lead to increase in output less than in proportion to the change in all
variable inputs. Pressure from top management, red-tapism and diseconomies of
managerial skill lead to diminishing returns to scale.

c)

Managerial inefficiency : With the increase in the size and scale of production in the long
period the management becomes a complicated process. It results into managerial
inefficiency leading to operation of diminishing returns to scale.

d)

Industrial unrest : With the increase in the size and scale of production the number of
workers increases. There will be political affiliation of trade unions leading to strikes,
lockouts, go slow tactics, gheraos, etc. These labour problems are not easily resolved by
the management, thus adversely affecting the production of individual firms or industries
and diminishing returns to scale operates.

e)

Entrepreneur not variable : Entrepreneur is one of the factors of production. He is neither
variable nor divisible input. In practice he is fixed and indivisible input and on account of
change in other variable inputs the ratio under the large scale leads to imbalances and the
law of diminishing returns to scale operates.
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f)

Over exploitation of scarce inputs : When the scale of production is increased and some of
the scarce inputs are exploited to unlimited extent the increase in output is less in
proportion to change in all inputs during long period and diminishing return to scale
operates.

How Returns to Scale Operates?
In this section an example has been discussed to explain the operation of returns to scale. Let us
consider a production unit having two factors production, i.e., labour (worker) and land.
S.No.

Scale of Production

Total Returns
(in tons)

Marginal Return (in tons)

1

1 worker + 5 acres of land

10

10

2

2 workers + 10 acres of land

25

15

3

3 workers + 15 acres of land

45

20

4

4 workers + 20 acres of land

75

30

5

5 workers + 25 acres of land

125

50

6

6 workers + 30 acres of land

175

50

7

7 workers + 35 acres of land

200

25

8

8 workers + 40 acres of land

215

15

9

9 workers + 45 acres of land

220

5

Stage of
return

Stage
of
returns
Stage of
returns

increasing

constant

decreasing

5
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Comparison between Diminishing Marginal Returns and Returns to Scale
In business, it is important to reach a level of optimal production. This ensures that all factors of
production are being used in their best capacity. Making adjustments to the factors of production, or
inputs, has varying effects and can be analyzed in different ways.
Diminishing marginal returns is an effect of increasing input in the short run after an optimal capacity
has been reached while at least one production variable is kept constant, such as labor or capital. The
law states that this increase in input will actually result in smaller increases in output. Returns to scale
measures the change in productivity from increasing all inputs of production in the long run.
Key Points
i)

Diminishing marginal returns is an effect of increasing an input after an optimal capacity has
been reached leading to smaller increases in output.

ii)

Returns to scale measures the change in productivity after increasing all inputs of production in
the long run.

iii)

Under the law of diminishing marginal returns, removing inputs to a point can result in cost
savings without diminishing production.

iv)

There are three types of returns to scale: constant returns to scale (CRS), increasing returns to
scale (IRS), and decreasing returns to scale (DRS).

Applications of Returns to Scale Concept
To understand the applications of returns to scale concept, the following scenarios are discussedi)

Increasing returns to scale: Industries that exhibit increasing returns to scale typically have small
number of large firms. Because there are advantages to production at high level, large companies
are at considerable advantage as compared to small firms. Airplane producers, large express
shipping companies, telecommunication companies, etc. exhibit increasing returns to scale.

ii)

Constant returns to scale: Constant returns to scale prevail in very small businesses. For example,
let’s consider a car wash in which one car wash takes 30 minutes. If there is one wash space
(hydraulic jack) and two workers running two 8-hour shifts, total product would be 32. If there
are two wash spaces and four workers i.e. when inputs double, total washes possible rise to 64
(=4 × 8 × 60/30) and so on.

iii)

Diminishing returns to scale: Industries that exhibit decreasing returns to scale include
companies engaged in exploration of natural resources (because it becomes increasingly difficult
to extract as easier low-hanging minerals are extracted), companies where complexity results in
higher risk of failure such as power distribution, etc.

Conclusion
Returns to scale is a significant concept and have practical applications in industry. This concept assist a
firm in determining the of combination of factors of production in order to avert constant or
diminishing returns to scale as well as to keep the cost of production under control. Since in this era of
cut-throat competition a business can survive and thrive if it is able to keep cost of production
minimum.
As due to numerous competitors it may not be possible for a business organisation to sell its products
at higher prices. Thus, this concept acts like a lighthouse in guiding the firms in ascertaining the stages
of constant and diminishing returns to scale, thereby assisting the management to formulate decisions
pertaining to employment of resources.
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News from Region
NIRC

For details : https://bit.ly/3swe2wk
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For details : http://stimulate.icsi.edu/
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Disclaimer :
Although due care and diligence have been taken in preparation and
uploading this e-bulletin, the Institute shall not be responsible for any
loss or damage, resulting from any action taken on the basis of the
contents of this e-bulletin. Any one wishing to act on the basis of the
material contained herein should do so after cross checking with the
original source.
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